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Abstract

The power of digital media is growing rapidly. Blogs and social media presences

continue to prove a worthwhile asset in digital marketing. This project aims to research

the blog market with a professionalism focus. I did market research on blogs who

created content surrounding careers, monitoring the different web designs and website

features. I also examined the social media posts of each blog company to find the best

route for gaining traffic to the site, as well as the best use for each platform with the

target audience in mind. After gathering this information, I created a blog surrounding

young professional life and carried out a subsequent social media strategy.

https://www.cupofpro.com/
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Process Analysis Statement

In my Honors Thesis Project, I have combined elements of creativity and

research to create a hybrid project. I created a comprehensive blog style website that

centers around young professional life. The sub genres include financial freedom,

career advancement, and social media use. I have designed the entire website with the

help of a web design program, Squarespace.

There are several things that are necessary for a successful blog. One of the

most important is marketing. I have researched and implemented Search Engine

Optimization (SEO) which ensures that the website ranks highly in search engines such

as Google. I created and launched a research driven marketing strategy across

Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest, and TikTok. I looked at data and analytics in order to

optimize content and find the best use for each platform as well as the website. My

creative project is paired with independent market research. My research revolves

around digital marketing, professional development, and the blog market. This research

allowed me to pinpoint the best marketing strategy for the blog market, specifically

focused on social media. The purpose of this creative project is to foster impactful

connections and growth among young professionals as well as rounding out my

portfolio and experience. The project outcome includes three elements. The first

element is the physical website with a cohesive  design and valuable content. In the 16

week semester, I have completed 25 blog articles. I have also constructed a marketing

strategy, which will be visible across four social media platforms. This information and

content is within consolidated pages on the website for easy reviewing. The third piece
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of the puzzle is this research paper highlighting my market research and experience

running the website.

I have a deep passion for digital marketing and content creation. This project falls

perfectly in line with this passion and my future goals. I will be working in Digital

Marketing as a Social Publishing Specialist upon graduation and will be pursuing a

Masters in Business Administration with a concentration in marketing. The many

elements of this project nicely round out my portfolio and also have helped me to gain

additional skills for my future in digital marketing and content.

I believe that the information from my writing in this project will prove to be

significant to my peers and key audience as well. This project aims to inspire and

educate. As a telecommunications major, the focus of my studies have focused mostly

on content creation. This project supplements my studies by allowing me to grow in the

area that my studies have lacked thus far, which is the market and strategy execution.

This project gave me hands-on experience directly related to my future career. I can

now show my potential employers the entirety of my skills. My project is interesting

because it utilizes a hybrid approach, combining research and creative elements from

several areas of study that deeply interest me.

My intended audience for the blog is young individuals ages 18-26. Ideally, these

individuals are in college or just starting their professional career. My blog posts educate

young professionals on resume building, cover letter writing, LinkedIn Use, and

Interview Tips. I also provided tips for financial freedom including investing tips, multiple

revenue streams, and utilizing social media marketing for career purposes. My market

research is valuable to others who are interested in starting a blog or utilizing social
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media to grow their business. With the intention of inspiring and educating, my blog

allows individuals to grow in their young professional life.

Before beginning to build the blog and create a social media strategy, it was

important to do market research by taking a look at other blogs who were in similar

content categories. I found 4 blogs that I felt were similar to the content I wanted to

create. The research I gathered can be seen in the next section.

After gathering research, it was time to dive into creating the website. I chose to

use Squarespace, a web design program, that provided SEO-enriched templates ready

to edit. I took several weeks editing and re-editing the look of the website until I was

happy with the outcome.

I chose to showcase the blog posts on the home page because this is what I

really want my website to be all about. I don’t want to appear to be selling a product or

being too gimmicky. The main purpose of the website is to provide value through the

content.

I created the following pages: Blog, Media, About, and Contact. The blog page

showcases all of the blog posts I have written this semester. The media page

showcases all of the collateral media I have created for different social media platforms.

The about page gives an overview of who I am and what the blog stands for. The

Contact page has a contact form for anyone that may need or want to contact me.
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Blog Home Page

After solidifying the look of the website, I wanted to dig in and really determine

what my voice would be on the blog and on social media. It was important for me to be

inspiring, educational, and valuable to those that landed on my content. I chose brand

colors for the content, deciding that pink and neutral tones fit the feel that I wanted the

website to have. I created a logo for the brand to use as a profile picture for all

accounts.
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Cup of Pro Logo

I created a large list of blog ideas that was much larger than I hoped to complete

in the semester, but I wanted to have a multitude of topic options every time I sat down

to write blogs. I tried to batch content, writing several blogs at once, so that I could

publish them over time.

I created Cup of Pro social media accounts on Tiktok, LinkedIN, Facebook,

Pinterest, and Instagram. While I uploaded content to LinkedIN and Instagram, from my

research, I found that Tiktok and Pinterest would be the most worthwhile traffic sources,

so I focused my efforts on those platforms. I posted several times a week with relatable

content that was related to young professional life. I would repurpose blog content or

follow trends that I saw others doing. This media can all be seen within the “media” tab

on the website.

I created dozens of graphics around the blog content, or just related to the blog

content to publish on social media. I used best practices from each platform that I know

based on my past experience as well as my market research. This included the right
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time of day to post, the right hashtags to use, and utilizing alternate text for algorithm

ranking.

This project was conducted using a variety of tools. The squarespace application

was used for the bones of the website. This website allowed me to choose a template

and customize it to my liking. I chose to use squarespace over custom code for the sake

of time and eagerness to focus on great content and marketing. I utilized Instagram,

Facebook, Pinterest, and Tiktok for marketing, choosing to primarily focus on Pinterest

and Tiktok since these are the two platforms that I found to be most worthwhile in my

research and past experience. I used the tool canva for graphic design, creating a

variety of graphics for all platforms. I used marketing tools such as Google Trends,

AnswerThePublic, and DisplayPurposes to get insights on topics, trends, and tags. This

project furthered my understanding of digital marketing and content creation, instilling

confidence as I enter the professional world myself. This project has enriched the

educational experience I have had here at Ball State, and I am excited to continue to

grow this website and social media presence in the future.
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Cup of Pro: Market Research

Career Contessa

Career Contessa has a team behind the blog versus just one person and has a

massive amount of content. The navigation bar vets articles, book, downloads, job

listings, webinars, coaching, e-learning, podcast, and the salary project. I prefer

“articles” quite a bit over “blogs” because it is more professional and more enticing.

Articles have a certain credibility that blogs just don’t, even though they are essentially

the same thing.

The way the articles tab is divvied up is great. Instead of a huge blog landing

page, each type of article is given a category. Usually, blog readers are researching one

specific category when they land on your page, so it’s essential to push the blogs in that

category and let the visitor know what is available. The categories that Career Contessa

has divided their articles into are Job Search, Work + Life Balance, Career Success,

Career Fit, and Money.

Career Contessa Articles Tab
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The home page has a large call to action, which is enticing and gives visitors one

specific thing to draw their focus to rather than a variety of blogs and not knowing what

to click on. This way, the most important thing on the page, which for Career Contessa

is the 28 day kickstart, is what the viewers will hopefully take action on. There is a great

footer that showcases all of the elements on the site and more. It’s important to have a

place for legal notices. You want to protect yourself in the event of any legal quarrels, so

you need to have a disclosures, statement of ownership, etc.The website appears to be

custom coded, meaning that a host program was not used to build the site.

Career Contessa social media is extremely extensive and active. The career

contessa instagram has a massive following of 191,000.They have a plethora of

highlights using their brand colors. They use a plain background with an icon. Their

highlights include podcast episodes, weekly reads, courses, salary project, testimonials,

resources, and jobs. Career Contessa posts at least two times a day on instagram. This

was a surprising amount of content to me. I analyzed one week of posts for

performance. I analyzed content posted (visual and copy), any additional elements

being used such as hashtags, links, or locations, and what time the post was made.

While instagram does not display time posted, but inspecting the code of the post on

instagram.com, one can see the time the post was made.

Post Content Time Posted Likes Comments

1 Bookclub
recommendati
ons

Sun 2:41 pm 491 4

2 Quote about
feminism

Sun 10:23 pm 855 2
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3 Best Ted Talks Mon 2:40 2033 24

4 Ask for a raise
as a black
woman

Mon 10:26 393

5 imposter
syndrome in
women

Tues 1:14 2,267

6 working from
home

Tues 10:40 976

7 Open Ended
questions at
work

Wed 2:08 900

8 how to create a
to-do list

Wed 10:12 1,023

9 7 types of rest Thursday 2:27 923

10 The best email
signature I’ve
ever seen

Thur 9:55 5,307

11 3 ways to turn
“no
experience”
into a killer
resume

Fri 3:48 1,093

12 a tweet talking
about
boundaries

Fri 9:31 5,707

13 Negative Self
Talk

Sat 2:41 689

Career Contessa is very consistent on their posting schedule. Twice a day at

around 2pm and 10pm. The best performing posts were surprisingly not those that

provided educational value. The posts that performed the best were the posts that were

relatable and easily shareable. The two posts with the highest engagement (over 5,000
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likes each) were very simple and almost quote-like. One post was a graphic that

highlighted an awesome email signature that said “It’s normal for me to take 2 days to

read my emails and 2 more days to reflect on the matter and respond calmly. The

culture of immediacy and the constant fragmentation of time are not very compatible

with the life I lead.” The other post was a screenshot of a tweet on a graphic

background, stating “some of the best advice I’ve received is to always remember that

other people’s urgency is not your emergency.” Both of these posts had a reference to

the fast-paced, time demand we see in a workplace culture. This topic resonates with

many, as it is so relatable and true.

While I cannot see how many shares the posts had since that is an internal

analytic only available to the account, I can assume that this post was added to many

followers’ stories, resulting in other people clicking on the post, sharing the post, and

instagram ultimately pushing the post since it was flagged as a high engagement post in

the algorithm.

On Facebook, Career Contessa is also posting up to 7 times in a 24 hour period.

Yesterday, Career Contessa posted at 12am, 2am, 10am, 12pm, 3pm, 3:30pm, 8pm,

and 10pm. The posts showcase many of the unique items on the website beyond just

articles. The posts link to youtube videos, worksheets, interviews, and blog posts.

The posts have no interaction. The page has over 17,000 likes (meaning that

17,000 people have “liked” the page, but not necessarily the posts) and over 20,000

followers. Despite this large following, the posts have no likes or comments.

With 12,533 followers, Career contessa posts on average 7 times a day on

LinkedIN. The LinkedIN content is very diverse with all of the offerings the blog has to
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offer. Recent posts highlighted a guide to career self-love, a free quiz on burnout, a

worksheet on LinkedIN items to take advantage of, a youtube video, and a blog post.

Each post is succinct, with only one sentence of introduction then a link to navigate

away from their LinkedIN page to their website.

Career Contessa LinkedIN Example

The posts all have little to no interaction, despite having over 12,000 followers.

Majority of the posts have zero comments and only 1-3 likes. This leads me to believe

that while the professional content is obviously extremely relevant to the platform, it is

not driving much traffic to their site. I would be interested to see their internal stats to

see if the posts are in fact driving any traffic, however interactions on social media are

essential to it being profitable to market there. Without interactions, the post will not be

picked up by the algorithm and seen by more eyes. On LinkedIN, when someone likes

or comments on a post, it is automatically shared with their entire network on the home
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feed, so getting these interactions is extremely important to gain traction and increase

impressions.

Pinterest is the holy grail of blog traffic. Every blog uses pinterest to promote as

pinterest is basically a search engine for blog posts! Career contessa has over 79,000

followers on pinterest, with over 2.2 million monthly views on their pins. They have 39

different boards on pinterest, which serve as categories and landing pages for posts

that they share. These posts are all theirs, which is a unique strategy. Many bloggers

swear by sharing other blogger’s posts as well to push a lot of content and get people to

follow your boards. I initially thought this was Career Contessa’s strategy, as they have

67,000 pins. They upload the same graphics repeatedly. Some of the pins do not link to

anything and stand as graphics at face value. Generally, pinterest pins link to an

external site. They alternate where they are driving traffic with these links between

instagram, youtube, careercontessa.com, their podcast, and webinars that they are

hosting.

Career Contessa Pinterest
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Career Contessa has claimed a TikTok account with their username, but have not

posted any content.

I found it interesting that the content was unique between platforms. They did not

simply recycle a post to the different platform-- each post was different and redirected to

different. The conversion rates are alarmingly low. On each platform, the interactions

with the posts were significantly lower than the amount of followers. THis means that

the followers are likely bots or completely do not care about the content. It’s likely a

combination of both, with a large number of bot followers. “Bot” followers would be

accounts that are not really people, or are not used. It is very easy to buy followers

online for a small amount, but this is obvious in conversion. A good impression rate is

above 20%. So for 191,000 followers on instagram, 40,000 people should be liking it in

a perfect world. Anything below 10% interaction, which Career Contessa is receiving

across all accounts, is concerning. They need to rethink their strategy for driving traffic

on their accounts, especially on facebook and LinkedIN. These are two platforms that

could be extremely beneficial. Overall, the content team is definitely impressive from

Career Contessa with the mass amounts of content going out every single day. The

marketing approach could be tweaked slightly, with Instagram and Pinterest being the

most active following and plenty of room for growth on LinkedIN and Facebook.

CareerSherpa

Career Sherpa has a much different aesthetic than Career Contessa. While

Career Contessa felt like a blog, Career Sherpa feels more like a business or company

website. The website is more product focused than article focused, with “Blog” being the
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5th tab on the top navigation bar as opposed to the first on Career Contessa. The home

page lands on a large tech-style photo with three large buttons. One button is titled “Job

Search Tools Just For You” and redirects to a landing page that hosts links to a variety

of content including  blog posts, checklists, templates, and guides. The central button is

titled “The Infographic Resume” which leads to a page selling an ebook, including

testimonials and results. The third button is titled “Upcoming workshops” which leads to

promotions of upcoming events in person and online.

The code appears to be custom as well, but needs some improvements. The

buttons on the home page are not user friendly. THey buttons have small icons in them

that are the true buttons. If you click on the white background that appears to be a

button, you are not redirected. The user must click on the icon to be redirected, which is

a bad user experience design. Hannah Morgan, the woman behind Career Sherpa,

posts a blog post every week. Her content tends to center mostly around finding a job

and getting hired.

From the blog, Career sherpa has their Twitter, Facebook, and LinkedIN linked

on the top corner. I took a look at how they were promoting on each platform. The

LinkedIN icon was a link straight to Hannah Morgan’s LinkedIN page, where she boasts

over 305,000 followers. She tends to post 2-3 times a week, with one post promoting

the newest blog post, and another on a related topic. She recently posted a summary of

the job recruiting process and ended the post with a call to action. She wrote, “If you are

a recruiter, your input/feedback is appreciated!” This is a subtle call to action where she

welcomed criticism, corrections, or general experience to be shared. The post got 23
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comments, and as a result was shared with the networks of each individual that

commented.

I took the time to look at her recent posts over the last few weeks to get a better

understanding of LinkedIN best uses. You don’t get 300,000 connections for no reason!

Post Content Likes/Interactio
ns

Comments Notes

1 Link to Article:
Find A New
Job

23 7 She uses
“you’ll find” just
before the fold,
then bullet
points a
summary
Uses hashtags

2 Recruitment
Process
Summary

35 23 Use of emojis

3 Motivation
Monday

128 43 Bold section
titles
No hashtags

4 Link to article:
Get back in the
game

22 3 hashtags

5 Job posts are
surging

129 26 Begins with a
hook question.
Photo of data
for proof of
claim

6 Link to article:
Get Up to
speed on the
job search

69 28 4 hashtags,
was using 3 on
others

Hannah’s posts get a decent amount of engagement. Those with the highest

engagements are not those that turn attention to her articles, though. The posts with the
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most engagement are those that have great information upfront or motivational

qualities. Her followers seem to like things that they relate to, make them feel good, or

teach them something new in a concise way.

Hannah is verified on Twitter, but that doesn’t guarantee engagement. She has

over 17,000 followers, yet her tweets tend to only get a handful of retweets and likes.

Twitter is a platform that thrives off of short form content, as there is a small character

cap. Twitter content that performs well is often relatable, entertaining, or news.

Hannah’s content does not fit into these categories. She mostly refers back to her

articles and blog posts, occasionally citing other website articles that may be relevant to

her audience.

Career Sherpa has approximately 3,000 likes and followers on Facebook.

Something unique that she does on facebook that she was not implementing on other

platforms was going live. Live streams have quickly dominated the market as platforms

such as Twitch have grown increasingly popular. THey seem to get a bit of traction, and

have the most interactions out of her other facebook posts. Overall, the facebook

interaction is similar to that with Career Contessa. Most posts get only a handful of likes

or comments.

Hannah has not claimed a tiktok account for Career Sherpa.

Once again, pinterest appears to be the biggest driver for blog traffic. Career

contessa has 5,500 followers with over 155,000 monthly views. Pinterest is a platform

where following really doesn’t matter because the traffic is so organic. The vast majority

of the interactions on pinterest are “pins” which actually act as shares. If someone “pins”
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a post, it posts to the home feed of anyone who follows them. This creates a massive

traffic funnel.

The posts on the Career Sherpa Pinterest are about 90% Career Sherpa articles

with a small percentage of pinned posts from other creators, most all within the

professional content category. She appears to use the account for personal purposes as

well, though. There are several random, unrelated boards such as “Dream Home”,

“Weather Vanes”, and “Just Moves Me”. These posts are more rarely posted to. My

initial response was that these boards should be set to private so that followers cannot

see them. However, more content just means the potential for more traffic. Plus, the

odds that someone is actually clicking on the Pinterest account rather than organically

seeing the posts are very low.

The post graphic designs are often repeated with only a few changes to the text

and photos, with the overall layout staying the same. The graphics are always brand

compliant, using the blue and green that is used across the website and social media.
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Career Sherpa Pinterest

Ms Career Girl

Ms Career Girl is truly a blog. The previous two websites, Career Contessa and

Career Sherpa,  focused on selling a product, especially Career Sherpa. The landing

page of Ms Career Girl is initially all blogs. The first thing a user sees is “featured

articles” followed by categories of blog posts. The blogs categories include “Careers,”

“Lifestyle”, and “Relationships”.

The only parts of the website that strayed from normal blog posts were a job

board and a resume optimization tool. These are both very complex pieces of code. The

job board seems to come from some external source, though I could not find any

copyright notice or logo. The code even read my location from my cookies and

recommended jobs in my area. The job board doesn’t come from one specific website,

as each posting leads to a different site. It’s hard to think that the owner of the site is
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going through and manually finding these postings and coding the links to the website.

Nevertheless, this is a very beneficial part of the website.

The resume optimization tool was a unique feature that I had not seen on any

sites thus far. Other sites had plenty of tips and advice regarding resumes, and even

templates that followers could utilize to build the perfect resume. The tool is simple. A

user pastes their resume into one field and the job posting into another. The tool then

compares keywords, skills, overall match and gives tips on making the resume stronger.

This page does show where the coding power comes from, giving credit to a company

called Jobscan.

Ms. Career Girl Website Examples
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From the website, Ms Career Girl links Instagram, Pinterest, Twitter, and

Facebook pages. Ms Career girl’s social media strategy is quite scattered and does not

have the same professionalism as the previous blogs. Instagram, Twitter, and Facebook

are boasting no interaction.

Platform Following Average Interactions

Instagram 792 2

Facebook 6500 0

Twitter 11,100 1

Once again, pinterest is the largest traffic source. Ms Career Girl has 4,500

followers and 476,000 monthly views. Her pinterest strategy is significantly different

from the previous blogs. Career Contessa and Career Sherpa both had obvious brand

guidelines, creating graphics that all looked cohesive. Ms Career Girl boasts nearly no

graphics on social media or pinterest. This is especially unusual for pinterest since that

is just the general style of pins that drive traffic towards blogs. Her pins do have links to

the website, but they are all just photos with captions instead of graphics. This is not the

default for many bloggers because in mobile views, many users cannot see captions.

They will just see the photo. Although this is a unique approach, it is obviously working.
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Ms Career Girl Pinterest

Classy Career Girl

Classy Career Girl has a hybrid feel between selling a product and providing free

content. The opening screen on the site advertises a free roadmap to launching a

dream career or business. This can be downloaded by entering your name and email,

where the link is sent. This is a common tactic used to gather emails for a subscription

list. Many people already have so much spam and emails coming into their inbox every

day, they will not fill out a general subscription form because they don’t care to have

more content coming in. By using this tactic of a free product, bloggers can leverage

email marketing with a larger subscription contact list.

Classy Career Girl has a very unique about page that really plays into pathos, or

emotional connections. The about page breaks down why the blog exists and what it
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stands to do. Oftentimes an about page is just about the creator of the blog, but this

focuses the content on the reader. The about page includes several videos, giving a

deeper insight to what the company and blog are all about, and giving a personal touch.

There are short bios on the team, which can be easily appreciated since it gives a face

to the blog without centering around those that work behind the scenes.

One element that has been utilized between all blogs thus far that I have not yet

pointed out is a published section, where the blog points out all of the publications they

have been mentioned or featured in. This is a great way to play at ethos, establishing

credibility and letting your audience know that you are reliable and trustworthy. This

makes an audience more likely to buy what you are selling, whether that be a blog post

or product.

Classy Career Girl Website
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Classy Career Girl has great branding across all social media platforms. On

Instagram, they are very active. They have over 48,000 followers. However, similar to

past blogs, the interaction just doesn’t line up with the following. The most likes they’ve

gotten in their past 6 posts was 444.

Post Content Likes Comments

1 Time Management
Habits of
Successful Women

444 30

2 4 Things To Stay
Productive

202 1

3 Mistake: Not
identifying your
goals

66 4

4 Quote 243 7

5 Podcast Guest Intro 20 1

Classy Career Girl has a small following on LinkedIn of 690 and have claimed a

Tiktok account, though they only have 90 followers. Once again, Pinterest is boasting

the most traffic with 77,900 followers and over 428,000 monthly views. They also use

the strategy of brand compliant graphics directing traffic to their blog.

Through this research, I have deemed pinterest to be the most successful

marketing tool for blogs. While many of these bloggers have not taken advantage of

Tiktok, it is one platform that I know well. Tiktok is a short form video platform that

pushes recommended content to viewers through a “For You” Page, versus people only

seeing content from those they are following. This allows for virality to be extremely

achievable on the app. Although this is a new platform, it should not be overlooked as it
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has been by many bloggers. I plan to utilize primarily Pinterest and Tiktok to drive traffic

to my site.
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